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What we hope to cover…
• Culture

• Universal value system

• Cultural appropriateness

• Gaining trust

• Losing and saving face

• Humility

• Socio-economic differences

• Basic tenets

• High & low context 
cultures

• Time orientation

• Culturally relevant 
programs

• Translation, adaptation

• Plain Language

• Writing translatable 
English
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What is culture?
 A full range of learned 

human behavior.  

 A code for daily life patterns.

 An evolving body

 Culture and human influence 
each other
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1/8  above

7/8  below

Edward T. Hall Iceberg Model

Cultural Iceberg
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Respecting age
 Respecting elders & 

members of community

 Use of respectful address 
(Mrs., Auntie, Mother, Sister, 
or Mister, Uncle, Father, 
Brother).

 Deference to their opinions
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Cultural appropriateness

 Hand shake or not?          Eyes are windows to soul!

 Greeting gestures             Touching gestures
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High context  vs.  Low context cultures
HIGH CONTEXT LOW CONTEXT

Relationships depend on trust

Relationship-oriented

One’s identity is rooted in groups – WE
Cooperative

Truth is flexible, secondary to other 
factors

Decision process: intuitive, relational

Deep respect for the past

Indirect communication

Time is fluid, schedules are flexible

Relationships can begin and end quickly

Task-oriented

One’s identity is rooted in oneself – I
Competitive

Truthfulness is expected

Logical, linear, factual

Present, future-oriented

Speak directly, to the point

Time is a commodity, carefully observed
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Concept of time
MONOCHRONIC  (M-People) POLYCHRONIC (P-People)

Doing one thing at a time - linear

Adheres to schedules, agendas, plans

Emphasize promptness

Time is a commodity to be carefully 
managed

Do not value interruptions. Like to 
concentrate on the job

United States, Canada, Northern 
Europe, Australia, New Zealand 

Do many things at once - cyclical

Changes plans often and easily

Base promptness on the relationship

Time is fluid, stands on the background

Can be easily distracted; manage interruptions 

Latin & Central  America, Middle East, 
most Asian countries, parts of Africa
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Gaining trust
Keys
• Long-term relationships 
• Steady behavior of 
 Reliability 
 Truthfulness 
 respect 

• Like a marathon: 
endurance not speed!
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Gift bearing
Very difficult to navigate.
 Rejecting a gift - an insult

 Showing gratitude and 
apology for refusal

 Simple, low value gift - it 
may work out OK.

 Guanxi (Guan-she) principle
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Leaders vs. spokespeople

“Democracy is a great 
system, as long as you can 
find the center of power.”

T. Roosevelt

Take me to your leader
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Effective outreach
 Long-term commitment

 Bilingual/bicultural staff

 Involve participants in design of 
programs

 Programs: reflect culture of target audience. 

 Include ethnic media in your planning

 Deliver programs in the language they prefer

 If possible, provide transportation, carpool, child care.
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Culturally relevant programs
 Enhance family functioning

 Recognize diversity within the group

 Respect language, delivery of information 
preference

 Relevant to their needs and 
way of life

 Accessible

 Affordable
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Losing & saving face

 Incentives for self-control: 

• Honor

• ethics 

• community involvement

 Conflicts occur, tempers, =>  losing face and  loss of 
respect on the part of the community.

 Your “sponsor” into the community also loses face.

Face is an image of self delineated in terms of approved 
social attributes Ervin Goffman -- On Face Work.
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 Denial of (self) compliment

 Introductions: name, job, but not title

 Good listeners are well mannered--
silence is not awkward

 Photo opportunity-center stage, not! 

 Acknowledge applause with applause.

Source: Encountering the Chinese- A Guide for Americans –Hu Wenzhong & Cornelius Grove
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Who’s in charge?

9/7/1931 Round table talks in England
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Socio-economic disparities
 Economic disparities

 Social disparities: social layers

 When providing programmatic 
opportunities:
o Educational disparities: additional layers
o ===> technical information at the level
o ===> language used is appropriate
o ===> financial implications are bearable
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Translation    Adaptation

A good translation:
 Easily understood

 Fluent and smooth

 Idiomatic

 Culturally appropriate

 Appealing

 Natural sounding
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Before getting started...

 Attributes of target audience

 Desired style (formal/informal) 
& format

 Desired reading level

 Assess readibility of text

 Graphics, visuals

 How literal does it need to be?
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Plain Language

 What needs the reader has

 What information is essential

 How it can be organized and 
expressed more clearly  

A large percentage of Americans
read bellow the 10th grade level.

An approach to communication 
that begins with the needs of 

the reader
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Writing translatable English
 Use simple, plain English 

 Short sentences. Break info into 
basic units

 Avoid jargon, technical terms, 
acronyms, colloquialisms, idioms

 Unfamiliar words, explain w/ 
definition, example, 

 Active vs. Passive

MA



Writing translatable English

 Avoid lengthy lists

 Give visual relief. Don’t be text heavy

 Use specific rather than general terms

 Do not use Spanglish

We tend to read 3-4 reading levels below the 
number of school years completed
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We have learned that…
 Working with non-English speakers is not always easy.

 It can take years to build trust.

 Additional money and energy is needed.

 Personal invitations really work.

 Paperwork discourages participation.

 Sometimes a “YES” really means “NO”. 

 We need to be sincere, clear, open minded, patient, helpful, 
supportive, respectful, caring, truthful, and most of 
all…friendly. 
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Resource
Strengthening Programs to 

Reach 
Diverse Audiences

A six-part curriculum to work 
effectively 

with ethnically diverse 
populations

University of Florida, IFAS

http://fycs.ifas.ufl.edu/diversity



谢谢



ANSWERS TO QUIZ…
1. What is the belief that your own group culture is superior to other groups or cultures?

a. Egocentrism

2. Edward T. Hall´s “____________ Iceberg” model is used to define:
b. Culture

3. Name two attributes that can be used to develop trust and respect with a targeted 
community. 

Answers will vary.

4. People from high-context cultures tend to place greater emphasis on community 
goals and subordinate their own wishes and goals.

5. Someone from the US is likely to require greater interpersonal space than someone 
from:

a. Korea

6. The “Guanxi” principle stands for relationships in the Chinese culture

7. “Plain Language” refers to:
a. An approach to communication M



Introduction

 Providing and extending information to ethnic 
communities requires more than just language 
skills.  

 A sense of cultural appropriateness is a 
prerequisite.

 Why go out of your way to help non-English 
speakers? Because it’s the right thing: legally & 
ethically!  



Universal Value System
 Respect
 Tolerating 

ambiguity
 Relating to people
 Being non 

judgmental
 Personalizing 
 Empathy
 Persistence



Basic Tenets
 Build trust

 Establish credibility

 Understand the culture

 Become visible and 
people-oriented

 Value & respect the 
community

 Learn some conversational 
Spanish, Hmong, Chinese…



Non-English speakers
 Be patient

 Speak clearly

 Short, simple sentences

 Avoid idioms, slang, acronyms

 Paraphrase

 Feedback, encouragement

 Numbers "When you’re trying to talk with 
somebody who doesn’t understand 
English, you  JUST SPEAK LOUDER!”



Top 5 “don’t’s”
1. Do not forget - the community has more at stake than 

you.

2. Do not expect immediate acceptance and total embrace 
of your ideas.  You’re always an outsider.

3. Do not be impatient. Do not lose your temper.

4. Do not prioritize results and efficiency over 
relationships.

5. Do not try to dominate at every situation Listen more & 
speak less.
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